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BDSM sissy and transgender erotica are her main interests right now but she's always on the
lookout for new ways to turn her readers on {site_link} Despite the speed and force with which the
two men were reaming my sissy rectum I no longer experienced any pain or discomfort. Initially Bill
is horrified; despite his sissy proclivities he's always thought of himself as a heterosexual man and
he's got too much pride to sharing his woman—or his rectum—with strange guys. As usual his
mistress is one step ahead of him; she reveals that she's invited three hot musclebound hunks over
for a ménage in just a few hours! Before evening's end Bill's wearing a slutty schoolgirl outfit getting
introduced to double penetration by two burly men while his wife and mistress rides another hot
stud just a few feet away! Married: Based in New York City she loves to entertain and titillate with
sensual tales that push boundaries and shatter taboos: Based in New York City she loves to entertain
and titillate with sensual tales that push boundaries and shatter taboos, The sense of strain had
become downright pleasant and it was accompanied by a hot glowy feeling at my core: It was a bit
like what I felt when my wife had whipped me nearly to the point of orgasm but it was deeper
somehow and more intense. The anal stimulation in particular added a new flavor; each time Leon
drove his massive rod into me he lit up an erogenous zone I wasn’t aware I even possessed. In my
erotic delirium I’d nearly forgotten she was there just feet away from me while the two burly hunks
stuffed me from both ends: I turned my head to find my wife and mistress writhing on the bed with
her new lover hunched over her pistoning in and out of her pussy at lightning speed. In public Bill
and Marlene Smith act like a perfectly normal married couple. As soon as the front door closes
behind them Bill transforms into a simpering sissy and Marlene becomes his harsh domineering
mistress: Wearing sexy dresses wigs underwear and makeup he submits to his wife's every
desire—and gets whipped when he fails to execute her orders to the letter, One day at brunch
Marlene brings up the possibility of inviting new men into their bedroom: But once she's planted the
idea in his head he can't stop thinking about what it would feel like to take big dicks in the mouth
and ass for the very first time. Finally after Marlene catches her husband pleasuring himself without
permission he cops to his budding homosexual desires: to My Mistress! The Miss-Adventures of a
Sissy Husband (Sissified Husband Feminization Humiliation Crossdressing Size Queen Cuckold
Menage Erotica)
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Aurora Sparks is a young author of erotic fiction. 'Oh God I think I’m coming again!' Marlene cried.
But when they're alone together it's a very different story


